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Coming Soon. Regal Coming Soon. By opting to have your ticket verified for this movie, you are
allowing us to check the email address associated with your Rotten Tomatoes account against
an email address associated with a Fandango ticket purchase for the same movie. Although the
film's stunning reveals make the audience realise it has been duped Graham Fuller. The film is
never less than engaging, though considering that the title The Prestige refers to the moment in
a magic act that gives it its "wow" factor, it's kind of a shame that the ultimate "reveal" in the
movie is a little too tricky for its own good. Bob Mondello. It's quite a movie -- atmospheric,
obsessive, almost satanic. Roger Ebert. An example of old-fashioned storytelling, the kind of
magical movie that could have been made fifty years ago and, consequently, will still be
watched fifty years from now. Brian Tallerico. The who's-bilking-whom mind games make for
compelling fun, but once the presto moment of The Prestige is revealed, you're left with nothing
but shattered illusions. Joshua Rothkopf. Odd, but brilliantly so. It's a small film that feels big, a
period drama that looks modern, defying comparison to anything but Nolan himself. Dan Jolin.
Just when viewers think they've figured things out, that's when the exquisite diversionary
tactics really kick in. Mike Massie. A leap back to his stellar Memento form, Christopher Nolan's
fifth feature is an incisive work about the nature of creative obsession. The film bursts forth
fully formed, richly detailed, and with a keen eye toward Nolan's usual brushstrokes. Siddhant
Adlakha. The Prestige's magic is real. You just have to be looking for it. Drew Dietsch. The
Prestige does not impress as a magic act. It is an elaborate contraption that leaves the viewer
confounded and confused, but never feeling particularly entertained or delighted by the
performance. Kathi Maio. The Prestige does require a slight leap of faith, but the journey is so
entertaining, it is a leap well worth taking. Micheal Compton. When you discover the secret to a
magic trick, all you want is to re-watch it and see if you can spot the illusion, so too does The
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buy your ticket? View All Videos 1. View All Photos Movie Info. An illusion gone horribly wrong
pits two 19th-century magicians, Alfred Borden Christian Bale and Rupert Angier Hugh
Jackman , against each other in a bitter battle for supremacy. Terrible consequences loom when
the pair escalate their feud, each seeking not just to outwit -- but to destroy -- the other man.
Christopher Nolan. Jonathan Nolan , Christopher Nolan. Nov 23, Newmarket Productions. Hugh
Jackman Rupert Angier. Christian Bale Alfred Borden. Michael Caine Cutter. Scarlett Johansson
Olivia. Piper Perabo Julia. Rebecca Hall Sarah Borden. David Bowie Nikola Tesla. Samantha
Mahurin Jess Borden. Andy Serkis Alley. Rob Arbogast Leonard. Christopher Nolan Director.
Jonathan Nolan Writer. Christopher Nolan Writer. Christopher Nolan Producer. Aaron Ryder
Producer. Emma Thomas Producer. Chris J. Ball Executive Producer. Valerie Dean Executive
Producer. William Tyrer Executive Producer. Wally Pfister Cinematographer. November 2, Full
Reviewâ€¦. October 18, Full Reviewâ€¦. September 1, Full Reviewâ€¦. July 2, Full Reviewâ€¦.
February 28, Full Reviewâ€¦. November 20, Full Reviewâ€¦. June 20, Full Reviewâ€¦. View All
Critic Reviews May 23, Ed K Super Reviewer. Jan 26, The Prestige, a story about magicians, is
much alike a magic trick itself - deceiving and captivating from start to finish. Sean T Super
Reviewer. Sep 01, Having delivered such strong films as Memento, Inception and Interstellar
outwith the hugely successful Dark Knight trilogy , it's safe to say that director Christopher

Nolan's output is of a very high standard. Many may even claim that he's yet to make a bad film
and that his filmography is nothing but quality. Her death happened during a magic trick but
Angier puts the blame solely on Borden. As a result, the pair become rivals and a bitter feud
takes place between them as they try to sabotage each others tricks with dangerous
consequences. As the film opens, we are informed that every magic trick consists of three parts
or acts. The first part is called "The Pledge" where the magician shows you something ordinary.
The second act is called "The Turn" where the magician takes the ordinary something and
makes it do something extraordinary like disappear. But making something disappear isn't
enough; you have to bring it back. That's why every magic trick has a third act, the hardest part,
the part that's called "The Prestige". And so the stage is set for Nolan's stylish and elaborate
sleight of hand. He adheres to this magicians three act rule in the films structure but it's the
hardest act and the one that shares the film's title that actually undoes the whole affair. In
saying this, it would suggest the film is let down solely by it's reveal. It's not. From the outset
the film is very slow and tedium sets in very early. I don't have a problem with slow builds and
I'm actually very fond of a good magic trick. Nolan's premise is very enticing and having two
warring magicians play against each other should make for gripping entertainment. Only it
doesn't. It's a laborious and excruciatingly dull endeavour which is very surprising considering
it has Nolan in charge. With films of this kind, you know there will be an attempt to pull the rug
from under your feet. That's a given and given Nolan's track record of being more than able to
deliver a good twist you expect that you're in safe hands. However, it reaches a point where it's
just one preposterous plot twist after another with the ultimate misgiving being that Nolan
doesn't capture a sense of wonder. It's difficult to accept the plot developments when you know
that it's all just elaborately staged for the sake of it. It's like trying to convince the viewer that
CGI is actually real. There's no way your going buy it and this film is as similarly unacceptable
as that preposterous proposal. As for the final reveal, when it actually happens, it just stinks.
It's a ludicrous revelation that's so tenuous that it's practically impossible to work it out and left
me with feelings of frustration. Maybe this was Nolan's intentions all along but, to me, it felt like
a con. Granted, Nolan has a good eye for the period and his regular cinematographer Wally
Pfister does some beautiful work in capturing the Victorian era amidst Nathan Crowley's
impressive production design. To the eye, it certainly looks the part but really the appearance is
all smoke and mirrors. There's really no consistency underneath it all. Even having the
charismatic leads in Bale and Jackman should work in it's favour but the film never really
knows who to fully focus on at any given time leaving the development of their relationship and their own identities - a bit of a muddle. It's hard to know which one to root for as their
character arcs are continually blurred and messily delivered. From what I can gather, I'm in the
minority with this one. Many critics and viewers have lavished nothing but praise on it but I fail
to see what the attraction is. As I've said, the three act structure is undoubtedly on show; we are
offered the "pledge" and it delivers the "turn" but Nolan's reveal simply doesn't work, leaving
the final product lacking the "prestige". Which doesn't say very much for a film that can't even
live up to its own title. Mark Walker. Mark W Super Reviewer. May 02, The Prestige gets right to
the heart of why we even watch movies in the first place, and does so in a way that is both
intellectually stimulating, deeply moving, and completely paradoxical. Nolan demonstrates a
rare and truly deep understanding of the human condition in a most rewarding and honest way.
This sublime accomplishment is sadly overlooked. See all Audience reviews. Robert Angier:
Man's reach exceeds his imagination! Olivia Wenscombe: It's inhuman to be so cold. Robert
Angier: He's out of his mind! Olivia Wenscombe: He's an out-of-work actor--of course he's out
of his mind. Olivia Wenscombe: He's an out-of-work actor, of course he's out of his mind. Olivia
Wenscombe: You're going to need a better disguise. View All Quotes. Best Horror Movies.
Marvel Movies In Order. Best Netflix Series and Shows. Go back. More trailers. Resident Alien.
No Score Yet. Name That Tune. Nancy Drew. For Life. Tough as Nails. Full Frontal With
Samantha Bee. Jimmy Kimmel Live. Late Night With Seth Meyers. The Sinner. Behind Her Eyes.
Tribes of Europa. Tell Me Your Secrets. It's a Sin. The Expanse. For All Mankind. Close Menu.
Two brilliant magician partners in Victorian London develop a bitter rivalry that becomes a
dangerous obsession. Rentals include 30 days to start watching this video and 48 hours to
finish once started. More purchase options. By ordering or viewing, you agree to our Terms.
Sold by Amazon. Share Share. Edit Edit. Lightbulb Lightbulb. Related Details. Customers who
watched this item also watched. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. There are three parts to this movie

that you will think you understand as it progresses. The beginning. The middle. And The end.
Even as you think you're understanding each part you'll suddenly start questioning your
understand of all three parts. And you'll be entertained by the confusion! I know this makes no
sense. Watch the movie and it will. I'm not going to go into details. I'm not going to spoil
anything. But I will tell you that the entire movie is wonderfully entertaining. And it will keep you
thinking the entire time, trying to figure out what's going on. It's very confusing, but not in a
"poorly told story" way. It's confusing on purpose, just like a magic show it. The entire film
about two magicians and their magic shows is one misdirection after another. Just like an
actual magic show is. The whole thing is so well done. It's extremely well acted. It's a great
story. The set design and costuming is incredibly well done. All of this makes it a very
immersive experience. I don't know how this movie slipped largely under the radar because its
really good. Plus, how often do you get to see Alfred help Wolverine fight against Batman? The
Prestige: 9 out of Two magicians Hugh Jackman and Christian Bale develop a deadly rivalry that
threatens them both. This is a fantastic film with a wonderfully twisty story, incredible acting,
and excellent period detail. One of Christopher Nolan's worse as director. One caveat is that I
did like the film more on repeat viewings after a little time had passed. I can see how the initial
reaction might be slightly harsher. However, Marie Antoinette has also picked up some fans
over the years and is bordering on a cult classic. It is that good and should be seen with fresh
eyes. Okay, one more hint it has the second best David Bowie casting ever. Terrific movie.
However, all the components of the movie are well done. There is great tension between the two
leading men which is vital because this is essentially a revenge archetype narrative. There were
some fun elements, such as bringing in Nicolai Tesla and showers of discharging electricity.
Photography is lovely and the colour tones throughout are consistent and evocative of the
period. It's about two magicians played by Christian Bale and Hugh Jackman who start off
competing for fame and then become involved in a life and death struggle. The movie is part
mystery, part sacrifice, and part revenge. Bale and Jackman are pitted not only as rivals but
opposites. Bale is obsessed with improving his craft. He constantly pushes the edge. As he
says he believes in total conviction to his art. Jackman on the other hand has a flair for
showmanship. He also needed the adoration of the crowd. What they have in common is that
both are obsessive. The story also plays with magic and science. Good movie for incorporating
parts of history that had been done by inventors like Tesla and a reference to Houdini yet it
didn't copy any prior documentaries that's cause of creative liberty in writing and the dialogue
is interesting. For my opinion would be better if that film had some more humor I think that the
animosity got too big between the magicians and the tricks used were too common for the
spying like underneath the stage trap door was really spacious so one certain section wouldn't
have actually been needed for the show just by manipulating the ball or the top hat trajectory
when they got tossed is simpler. It had a good ending I won't say too much more just fun yet
not like comparing cars if a person was to show another their model brand and then that person
bought a better company name that's common competition this in the movie was more cruel.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Dazu
kommen zahlreiche Parallelen und Anspielungen, von denen viele erst nach eingehender
Filmrecherche zu Tage treten, manche werden vielleicht immer sein Geheimnis bleiben. Gegen
Ende des Robert stammt aus der englischen Aristokratie und versteht sich besser als Alfred
darauf, das Publikum zu unterhalten. Eines Abends gelingt es Julia nicht, und sie ertrinkt. Im
Verlauf etlicher Szenen muss man sich zurechtfinden, das Thema erfassen. Aber nicht nur in
der Zauberkunst macht man sich die Eigenschaft des Menschen zunutze, die Wahrheit
eigentlich gar nicht sehen zu wollen bzw. Damit kann die wirklich grossartige
Schauspielerschar selbst mit Rebecca Hall und Scarlett Johansson nicht aufwarten. Da ich aber
viel zu konzentriert der Handlung folgte, verwarf ich den Gedanken wieder, um im Abspann
dann wirklich seinen Namen zu entdecken. Sehr, sehr sehenswert! Translate review to English.
Nothing special. Report abuse. Der Film ist einfach der absolute Wahnsinn! Nur zu empfehlen.
Glorious stage, scenery and cinematography I seem to be amongst a few who did not rate it
very highly I will not watch it again, just in case I was right in the first place; it would be too
painful to find out. Don't get me wrong, I like the acting just did not come together for me.. I
think with the great cast, I expected much more. Michael Caine was the best
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actor of the troupe. It seems it might be based on a real story: "The Prestige is a novel by
British writer Christopher Priest. It tells the story of a prolonged feud between two stage
magicians in late s England. It might thus have been better as a documentary. Back to top. Get
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